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1.  INTRODUCTION

As supercomputers increase the temporal and spatial

resolution of models, and demands for on-line access to

large-array data increase, current communication

technologies and data management techniques are

inadequate.  Rapid development in communications

technologies over the la st decad e has bee n essential to

provide significant ga ins in our ab ility to access da ta

archives and other data sets.  These technologies have

been expecte d to enable  collaborative research between

institutions to rapidly  grow.  However, the difficulties in

achieving accessibility and interoperability  have delayed

the realization of these potential gains.  It is clear that it

is no longe r sufficient for a ny one na tional center or

laboratory to develop its data serv ices alone .  Both

researchers and policy-makers alike now expect national

data  assets to be easily accessib le and inter operab le with

each other, regardless of their physical location.  As a

result, an effective interagency distributed data service

requires coordination of data infrastructure and

management extending beyo nd traditional organizational

boundaries.  Weather service Ope rations can also benefit

from these advances and still maintain operational

reliability and  security in da ta move ment.

 

The NOAA O perational Model Archive Distributed

System (NOMA DS) is an agreement between agencies

who participate, to have common data and o bservation

distribution software, format independent and descriptio n

methodolo gy, documentat ion  and organiza tion

framework, forums to plan, organize and coor dinate

funding activities.  NOMAD S provides a service to

federal agencies, the scientific and university

community, and the public by fostering a common

framework and 

protocol for serving environmental data sets from

NOAA and other org anization s.  These  groups b enefit

from an active forum for the partic ipants to plan and

coord inate software policy decisions and promote

growth  and de velopm ent of data  access tec hnologies.

The customers of N OAM DS are unive rsity scientists,

students, federal, public and commercial  agencies and

organizations who need an access mecha nism to the

data sets that are disseminated.

2. NOMAD PARTICIPANTS

NOMADS offers a collection of tested and  widely

used software servers and clien t examp les to

participants who embrace the protocols.

They can then say "NOMADS inside" on

their servers and participate and

influence the future development of

NOMADS guidelines.   There are 8

active NOA A particip ants:   Natio nal Clima te Data

Center (NCDC), Pacific Marine Environmental

Laboratory  (PM EL), Na t iona l Centers fo r

Environmental Prediction (NCEP), Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory  (GFDL), Forecast Systems

Laboratory (FSL), Climate Diagnostic Center (CDC ),

Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Inter-

comparison  (PCM DI), and  US G lobal Ocean Data

Assimilation Experiment (USG ODA E) servin g data

under the NOMADS framework.  A number of

participants  are outside NOAA and many NOAA

projects, who are suppliers of data,  have expressed an

interest in using NOMADS servers. For example, the

NCE P/DOE re-analysis project serves data using

NOMADS software.  We show that the National Digital

Forecast Database (NDFD) operations may be served

by NOM ADS  to increase  efficiency, utilize resources

and solve dissemination problems.  A public

organization that has made significant contributions to

NOMADS' is the Center for Ocean  Land Atmospheres

(COLA).  For example, COLA had provided their open

source software and integrated it with the Distributive

Ocean Data System (DOD S), one of the primary

condu its of NO MAD S servers .  The National Center for
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Atmosp heric Research (NCA R) is another organization

that has made contributions on display and

dissemination.  These participating groups meet from

time to time to report on their progress and create the

direction and  guidelines for NOMADS.

3. NOMADS NCEP REAL TIME COMPONENT

The NCEP component project, called "Real Time

(RT) NOMA DS", goal is to provide a service to  federal

agencies, the scientific and university community, and

the public by serving environmental data sets from

NOA A and o ther orga nizations. 

A goal of the RT-NOM ADS  projec t is to specify

operational 24/7 servers for NO AA O peration s in

forecast offices as we ll as a work ing proto type for p ublic

use.  The serving technology employed in NOMADS,

called the Data Applications Protocol (DAP also known

as DODS), can effectively provide part or all of the

NOAA data sets  to the public and federal agencies.  The

framework can bu used for serving Weather Forecast

Offices (WFO) from a weather service national center or

regional office as if the data was from local disk storage.

Distributed System Architecture Prototype

For this repor t, we consid er that app lications  are

clients that draw on the server for data and

computational resources.  Clients can also run on the

server.  Examples of a few client applications that run on

the RT-NOM ADS server is a web based file transfer

protocol (ftp) known as the ftp2u client, and pdisp

(known as “Great Displays”) which is a grid analysis and

display application.  NOMADS participants serve up

their data sets thr ough a c lient-server relationship. The

data  sets are internet ready and their display is done by

the client.  

In the case o f ftp2u, the client pares down large file

sizes of high resolution model results and re-groups

different files to create needed products, such as

initialization files for model development.   Users can

obtain  subsets of the data in parameter space (variables),

physical space (longitude, latitude, height level), and

over time .  

The pdisp client will display selected parts of the

data base in a large number of views including time,

hovmoeller diagram, cross sections and other maps

across selectable 5 dimensions (time, height, longitude,

latitude and parameter space).  These c lient programs are

executed on the server with direct access to the data base

or they run equally well accessing the DODS server and

gaining access to the data base over network resources.

Network band w idth is of importance in client

applica tions.    Internet-2 b andwid th is now av ailable

with bandwidth speeds that are similar to  comm only

used direct disk access.  An operational weather service

server could be populated from data sources at NCEP

centers or physically located at the Telecommunications

Operations Center (TOC), and  Regional offices.

WFO ’s can use ex isting display  clients to view  datasets

from these servers and maintain quality control,

seclurity  and other preferences.  In this way NOMADS

is a service that encourages NOAA projec ts and

operations to distribute data records for NOAA, for

science, a nd the pu blic.   

The RT NOMADS prototype is a collection of

servers at NCEP and NCD C which have rea l time data

bases, weather service operational suite of model

products, forecast information for model comparisons,

operational initialization and observations.  The

NOMADS programing staff maintain the codes,

organize docum entation, cr eate and maintain utilities

for data ma nipulation  and grid  transformation and sub-

setting.  The RT-N OMA DS prototype serves as a

transfer point to NCDC for NO MADS archive of reruns

and retrospective model cases as the A in NOMADS

stands for archive.  NCEP historical cases for rerun and

retrospective case studies of ocean, atmosphere and

climate are in great demand in the meteorological

scientific  community.  As NCEP real time model output

is stored at the NCDC NOMADS archive, there is a

seamless access to  these imp ortant da ta sets.  At this

time, NCEP real  time mod el run histor y is carried about

2 months to 1 year before it is queued  for transfer to

NCDC archives.  Resources are planned for a 2-5 year

archive of the high resolution  mode l data sets. C urrently

for the Global Forecat System (G FS), the re solution is

1x1degree every 3-h out to 7 ½  day foreasts, and the

meso Eta is posted at 12 km every hour to 36 hours and

3-h  intervals thereafter on a Lambert conformal

(NMC#218) grid.  Low resolution data sets are also

maintained for quick access and to serve a historical

service records.  A number of data sets with different

characteristics are also k ept such a s the re-ana lysis-I

and II data sets.  T he type an d extent o f data sets

change with time.  NOM ADS  attempts to  keep d ata sets

in the form tha t they had w hen pro duced  utilizing

server-client software to make needed conversions.

Distributed Adinistradion and S upport

NOMADS tests and creates be nchmar ks to

characterize system loads in order to determine costs

and give NOAA administration the informatio n it needs

to triage data resources.  The NOMADS model is a



distributed one and recomme nds programming resources

be distributed.  NOAA projects and agencies already

budget line items for inform ation techn ology.  T he costs

for NOM ADS sho uld be shared  equally between base

and project funded information technology budgets.

NOMADS success, as  the succes s of any pro ject,

depen ds on ad equate su pport.

N O M A D S  o v e r c o m e s  t h e  barr iers  fo r

interope rability by using established and emerging

technologies and da ta transpo rt conventions, but most

importantly- partnerships are needed to access and

integrate m odel and  other da ta stored in g eograp hically

distributed repositories in heterogeneous formats. As

poin ted out in “Fair W eather:  Effective P artnersh ip in

Weather and Climate Services” by the National Research

Counc il (2003 ), recom menda tion 5, that NOAA  should

provide: wider information dissemination through web

pages and other avenues, a frame work to create

specialized and va lue added  produ cts, facilitate

communication among commercial, public, research

comm unity  and federal agencies.  NOMA DS is the

solution for recommendation 5 as i t makes data and

produ cts available in internet-accessible digital form for

creation of value added products (VAP) and can be used

by value a dded r etailers (V AR). 

4. NOMADS IS A SERVER          

             

An importa nt aspect of NOMADS is the use of

DODS protoc ol which u tilizes meta-d ata file

descriptions, readable by machine or man.  A server-

client relationship means that users (read clients) can

Table 1. Excerpt of the RT-NOMAD data set list from

http://nomad1.ncep.noaa.gov/ncep_data/index.html

access the NOM ADS data sets as if they were on the

users local disk!  T he server  data  base can be accessed

by the client applications running on the NOMADS

server or the DODS server may be accessed by a client

operati ng on the use rs person al comp uter. The  results

will be the same. The RT-NOMADS prototype client

examples can be accessed by users and is run on the

server.  To access the data base, for example, the re-

analysis data base, we show an excerpt of the RT-

NOMAD  data set list  in Table 1.  The data set na me is

shown in column 1.  The frequency column indicates

the time period of the data set, either the number of

daily cycles or the time averaging involved .  The p lot,

ftp, doc and gds labeled columns provide which client

should  be used  to access  the data b ase.  That is, the user

selects  a client, either plot (pdisp or Great Displays),

for making data displays, ftp, for ftp2u used to “sli ce

and dice” and d ownloa d digital da ta, doc, for

documentation links, or gds for DO DS serv er meta-d ata

file descriptions and URL information and addresses.

Points  of contact and other information are listed to the

right (not shown).

We have already mentioned the clients pdisp and

ftp2u which are similar to existing client applications

that exist on many web pages.  A user client application

accessing a NOMADS server to obtain a data request

with appropriate constraints is a new concept now

available. For example, retailers can add value to their

produ cts by utilizing the data they need from weather

service operatio ns.  Man y scientific studies and

educational data req uests can b e satisfied effic iently

using DO DS serv er reque sts. 

First, an exam ple of a NOM ADS DO DS access

using the open source client GrADS (Graphical

Analysis  and Display System, available from COLA)

with a data set form the NCEP re-analysis. An excerpt

from the GDS/DODS meta-data descriptor file is shown

in Fig 1 and can also be viewed at the web site:

ht tp:/ /nomad1.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/reana lysis-

2/6hr/pgb/hgt, that is, the 4x/day pressure GRIB

geopotential height.  As the meta-data in Fig 1 indicate,

this data set contains data from 1979 (Jan) thro ugh

2003 (Aug) extending from 1000 hPa to 10 hPa over

the globe on a 2.5 degree longitude/latitude equally

spaced grid.  GrADS is an example of a high level

language that can be used to analyze data and display

results over time and space or obtain values for other

calculations on the serv er!  For example, the   command

group shown in  Fig 2 would display 3 years of 500 hPa

height fields consecutively, thus, animating them.  The

sdfopen command in Fig. 2, connects and opens the

NCEP data set on the users personal c ompute r to

access, in this case, the re-analysis data set.  Note that



the URL target of the sdfopen command is the same as

that listed on the metadata file description mentioned

above.  One is not limited to only one connection but

may open multiple data sets at once.  No resources are

used until a  query is m ade.  T he exam ple script in  Fig 2

initializes a time cou nter to 1 a nd sets the d isplay to

produce color fill maps in lines 2 and 3.  The while  loop

will continue for many da ys each dis play includ ing a title

with the date from the n ext 3 lines.  T he ‘d(ispla y) hgt’

displays the height field and a color bar is show n benea th

the map.  The counter is incremented and the while loop

ends.   

Fig 1. Excerpt from the GDS/DODS meta-data descriptor
file is shown in Fig 1 at the web site URL:
http://nomad1.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/reanalysis-
2/6hr/pgb/hgt

__________________________________

s d f o p e n  \             

ht tp: / /nomad1.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/reanalysis-

2/6hr/pgb/hgt

t = 1

'set gxout shaded'

while (t <= 1000)

  'set t 't

  'q time'

  date=subwrd(result,3)

  'draw  title h gtpr s 'dat e' 't

   'd hgtprs'

  '/home/wd23ja/grads/lib/cbarn.gs'

  t = t + 1

endwhile

Fig 2.  command group ion Fig 3 would display 3 years

of 500 hPa height fields consecutively, thus, animating

the fields.  

The script is elementary GrADS commands

however, the important idea is that the sdfopen URL

address gives access  to the NO MAD S DO DS da ta

server and any GrADS commands can be applied.  The

NOMADS server expends computer resources locating

the correct parts of the file requested from the users

query (d hgtprs) defaulting to the 1979 GRIB  data set.

The servers response includes unpacking the WMO

standard GRIB  file and any other constraints from the

users request.  Once the results arrive at the users

personal computer, instruction for the display are

handled  locally.  

If one does not have the GrADS  client one can

access the DODS server by URL addressed  queries and

constraints.  These can be used in creating VAPs or for

users to directly receive the information they need.  For

example,  a weather service VAR, like the Weather

Channel or providers of informatio n to federal agencies

and private co ncerns, o btain envir onmental data form

large and often cumbersome files.  NOMADS offers a

way for customers to get what they need.   We choose

for this example the GFS and show surface temperature

for a single mo del poin t, say at the N orth Po le, lat:

90.00N, Lon: 0.00 W for 00Z, Oct 20, 2003.  The URL

address including th e query fo r the 2-dim ensional 2-

meter tem perature  field, tmp2m, looks like:

http://nomad1.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/gfs/gfs20031

020/gfs_00z.ascii?tmpwm[0:0][180:180][180:180]

A program to create URL addresses and query lines

like the one above from th e GFS  or meso -Eta mo del,

for initial conditions (the present) and forecasted high

and low temperature is located at the web site:

http://noamd1.ncep.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/var/try.pl

A VAR might need to present, on its own web

pages, the latest temp erature fo recast.  With NOMADS,

a constraint query, like the one  above , is all that is

needed to retrieve data from the oper ational N WS d ata

sets including GRIB or GRIB-2, NETCDF and BUFR

station data formats.  The command, “.ascii” in the

above URL  constraint q uery will deliv er values in  ascii

after unpacking GRIB  files on the server and selecting

the, “?tmp2m”,  2-meter surface temperature variable,

a 2-dimensional field, since it is only at the surface.

The constraint part of the query is in square brackets, “[

]”. The first [0:0] means the “initial condition” or 00-h

forecast.   If one replaced this with other values such as,

for example, [0:10], the result form the constraint query

would  be the first 1 0, 3-h  , GFS fo recasts startin g with

the initial condition.  The first [180:180] constrains the

server to 180  degrees  north of th e south pole and the

last bracked [180:180 ] shows the point 180 degrees east



of the Green wich mer idian in this ca se the spe cial point,

North  Pole.  The server returns the data requested in the

query.  It also returns the described location and

dimension of the data, that is, the time, latitude and

longitude.   One do es not nee d a bro wser to in itiate the

query but can obtain the data inside user web programs.

The temperature returned in this case was 266.6 K.

Commercial clients such as MATLA B, IDL and open

source VISAD  are a few examples of clients that us the

DOD S proto col.  

4. APPLICATION TO THE NDFD

The N ational D igital Forec ast datab ase (ND FD) is

a collection of high resolution 5 km data sets which

can be served in the same way the above mentioned

model output files are served.  For the case where

subsets of the data set are needed for use in creating 

VAP s, NOM ADS  data serv ers can re spond  to

constrain  queries c ustomize d by fore casters at W FO’s. 

The forecasters display system may be used to show

the data results.  The protocol is based on the most

common web  technology and language.  Security fire

walls can be made to allow data population by one

protocol (say, secure shell) from source machines at

TOC or NCEP while allowing server requests from

ports at WFO’s through allowed ports providing

firewall secu rity. 

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

NOMADS is an agreement b etween p articipants to

adhere to a set of guidelines for the purpose of serving,

disseminating and docum enting data  sets.  NOM ADS  is

a service to distribute N CEP ’s operatio nal data se t to

researcher and the p ublic and to provide server software

to NOAA projects who need to serve their data through

web services.  NCEP RT-N OM ADS  is the intermediary

between NCEP operational computers and NCDC

NOMADS archive se rvers for a  seamless r eal time and

archive data base of atmosphere, ocean and climate data.

RT-NOMADS provides the framework for long term

support to be available to keep up with modeling

advanc es.  

The NOMA DS server has software tools and

provides clients/users with access to common data

formats  or mitigates between the most commonly used

data  sets in many formats.  Data appears to clients and

users as a lo cal file in a stand ard form at.

NOMADS is a concept that can take advantage of the

increased bandwidth opportunity at regional centers to

use NOMA DS to transfer operational data to regional

offices servers wh ich in turn would  serve da ta to WFO ’s.

It satisfies recommendation 5 of “Fair We ather:

Effective Partners hip in W eather an d Clima te

Services ”.  
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6.  REAL TIME-NOMADS WEB SITES

Data from NO MAD S clients or DODS servers

are available at the web sites:

http://nomad2.ncep.noaa.gov
http://nomad1.ncep.noaa.gov       




